
b-guard is an easy to use print 
management solution that allows 
you to manage and monitor your  
fleet of printers, providing full 
control of printing costs to 
help optimise your operational 
efficiency.

INCREASE SECURITY AND PREVENT DOCUMENTS  
ENDING UP IN THE WRONG HANDS

SAVES YOU MONEY BY HELPING REDUCE  
PAPER AND TONER WASTAGE

OFFERS COMPLETE VISIBILITY AND CONTROL OF  
YOUR PRINTER FLEET

HELPS PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT BY REDUCING
YOUR PAPER WASTAGE

b-guard
available exclusively 
through brother

track, control & reduce  
print costs with

www.brother.co.uk/bguard



How b-guard can benefit your organisation  
b-guard has been designed to integrate seamlessly into existing IT infrastructures enabling organisations to significantly increase their print security whilst reducing their 
printing costs. This feature rich solution provides organisations with detailed reports of their device usage and enables administrators to fully control their printer fleet. 

wHo will be interested in b-guard?

it department
Print quotas can be set so that an 
employee or department can be 
assigned different amounts of printing 
credit to their accounts. Once this credit 
has run out the user can no longer print 
until additional credit has been added  
to their account. 
This allows the IT department to 
significantly reduce wasted print jobs and 
closely monitor user spending.

board room
Mail2print* enables the administrator 
to monitor and control printing from 
email-enabled mobile devices including 
Smartphone’s and tablets. 
Users submit a document by emailing 
to a pre-configured email address and 
then collect their print job following 
authentication at the printer. This is useful 
for visiting colleagues or customers 
when printing their hotel reservation or 
boarding pass.

Human resources department
Pull printing* allows the user to release 
their print job from any chosen device by 
entering a PIN code at the control panel 
or swiping an ID card on an attached 
reader. Any job that does not get 
‘pulled’ is deleted based on a pre-set 
length of time. 
In departments such as HR there is 
a need to print sensitive documents 
such as pay slips, pull printing improves 
security as the user has to identify 
themselves at the machine in order to 
collect the print out.

marketing & sales department
Secure function lock* restricts 
functions of the device to different  
users. Once a user is authenticated, 
only the functions they are allowed to 
use will be made available. 
For example the sales team could be 
limited to mono copying and scanning 
whilst marketing has access to the full 
suite of device capabilities.

finance department
The Reporting toolset gives the Finance 
Manager increased knowledge and 
control over the organisations’ printing 
resources. Accounting reports show 
how much employees are printing and 
how often they print. 
In addition, administrator reports  
help identify usage patterns of printers 
and determine which types of devices 
are needed and where, in order to  
cut costs.  

reception
ScanDirect* allows the user to  
easily scan directly to their email 
address. There is no need to install 
scanner drivers. Configure the device 
scanner settings and it allows the 
administrator to control and trace all 
scan to email activity. 
When deliveries are received, the 
receptionist can simply scan the delivery 
note to their email address and forward 
to the relevant employee so they know 
to come and collect their package.

smbs
Controlling operational costs 
is of paramount importance 
to small and medium sized 
businesses (SMBs). b-guard 
offers SMBs a simple, easy 
to use and cost effective way 
to manage your printer fleet. 
It can provide accurate 
accounting and reporting 
summaries to identify 
opportunities to save costs 
and increase productivity. 

education
In today’s educational 
environment more emphasis 
is placed on saving costs 
and helping to reduce the 
impact on the environment.
b-guard allows system 
administrators to set print 
quotas for pupils, enforce 
duplex printing and lock 
functions of a machine to 
certain users.

legal
In the hectic environment 
that surrounds the legal 
profession it is easy  
for important documents 
to be forgotten and remain 
unbilled to the client. 
b-guard allows each print 
job to be assigned a billing 
code to ensure that all 
printed documents are 
charged to the client.

HealtHcare
b-guard looks to address 
today’s printing challenges 
within Healthcare, where 
patient information and 
privacy must be protected.
It provides a secure and 
convenient solution to 
mitigate the risk of  
patient-protected health 
information (PHI) falling into 
the wrong hands.

for more information please visit www.brotHer.co.uk/bguard

*Features are only available with the b-guard Professional solution.



specifications

feature
standard
version

professional
version description

Pull printing Pull printing allows the user to 'release' their print job 
from any chosen device.

Print cost charging
Powerful tracking and reporting tools to check usage 
and facilitate charging print costs back to a user, 
department or other cost centre.

Reporting
b-guard’s reporting toolset gives your organisation 
knowledge and control over its printing resources and 
also includes free custom reporting software.

Print quotas
Limit how much a user can print in a specified period 
of time. Groups of different users can be assigned 
different amounts.

Scheduled email reports Built in and customised reports can be run  
automatically at set periods.

Database integration b-guard can automatically create and link users that 
have printed from databases including Active Directory.

Support Mac, Linux clients
b-guard needs to be installed onto a Microsoft 
Windows™ pc or server but can still support clients 
printing from a Mac or Linux system.

Web based administration
b-guard captures all print job information on a secure 
server and allows the user to manage and control this 
data through an integrated user interface (UI).

End-user web tools End users can log on to the b-guard server to view 
their printing history.

Scripting This feature allows an Administrator to create and run 
scripts to fit their unique requirements.

Brother Solutions Interface (BSI)  
integration

BSI is an open interface designed to integrate  
solutions from 3rd party developers. It offers  
advanced features that can help improve security, 
productivity and save money.

Mail2Print
b-guard allows you to easily enable, monitor and con-
trol printing from mobile devices such as  
Smartphones and tablets.

Secure function lock It is possible to completely lock out all functions of a 
BSI all in one printer.

ScanDirect
ScanDirect allows the user to scan directly to their email 
address from any BSI enabled machine without the 
need for an additional scanner driver being installed.

QR code print feature Creates unique QR codes which enable printing of 
stored documents from your smartphone.

Brother UK Ltd
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